
SUPPLY LIST 
Drawing I - COCC
Instructor - Ian Factor

***The COCC Bookstore in Bend assembles kits for this class, everyrhing required is in there and is 
cheaper and easier than buying everything one piece at a time.

REQUIRED

*  One pad 18” x 24” Strathmore 400 Drawing Paper (24 sheets)
*  One pad 18” x 24” Canson “Biggie Jumbo” Sketch Paper (125 sheets)
*  Clicker type mechanical pencil (HB or softer, 0.7mm or 0.9mm lead size) 
*  Graphite Drawing Pencils (H, HB, 2B, 4B) 
*  Soft vine charcoal or Willow charcoal (appx. 4 longs thin sticks) for establishing initial proportions.
*  Compressed Charcoal sticks (2 or 3 “soft” sticks of 4B or 6B): this type is best for getting rich blacks 
and more permanent marks.  (*Do not buy Char-Kole brand charcoal. It is much harder to work with.) 
Choose from these brands: Strathmore, Conté, General’s, Alvin, Yarka
*  Black Charcoal Pencils (At least 3 “soft” - 2B, 4B or 6B): General’s Pencils (Orange) are the best
*  White Charcoal Pencil : General’s Pencils (Orange) are the best
*  1 Small Bottle of Black India Ink
*  Medium to large synthetic or sable bristle round paintbrush (for use with India ink) (Should come to 
a sharp point)  #6 or #8 Bamboo brush is a good choice
*  Synthetic flat paint brush (med. to large #10 or #12) for ink work
*  24” cork-backed ruler or 36” wooden yardstick (for linear perspective assignments) 
*  Lg. gray kneaded eraser
*  White Vinyl Eraser (Staedtler/Mars)
*  Tuff-stuff or Tombo vinyl click eraser (fine tip)
*  Paper blending stumps (At least one medium sized)
*  Utility Knife and blades (X-Acto Snap-Off Blade Utility Knife is recommended) for shaping pencils
*  1 small can workable fixative or Grumbaher Spray Fix for charcoal
*  Two or more large (3/4” or 1”) binder clips to hold drawing pad to board
*  2-4 medium or small (1/4” or ½”) binder clips for submitting homework, etc.
*  23” x 31” or larger portfolio (cardboard or vinyl) Don’t put drawing boards in paper portfolios 
*  Tackle box or bag for supplies

OPTIONAL (recommended)
*  18” x 24” Masonite or wood drawing board for homework or 20” x 30” piece of Foam Core
*  Ball-point or gel ink pens (for blind contours and stippling/cross hatch projects)
*  Lg. Plastic bag to keep work dry in rainy weather (Unless vinyl or cloth portfolio is purchased)
*  One roll of White Acid Free artist tape (¾” or 1” wide)

Supplied from Student Fees
*  Powdered graphite and charcoal
*  Grey toned charcoal paper, professional grade charcoal paper for final drawings, white conté
*  India ink and brushes (for use in class)
*  Still life materials, newsprint cover sheets for charcoal drawings


